Assessment of depth perception using psychophysical thresholds and stereoscopically evoked brain activity.
Dynamic random-dot stereograms (dRDS) elicit brain activity generated exclusively by cortical neurons sensitive to binocular horizontal disparity. We studied 20 adults with stereovision deficiency but otherwise normal vision. Psychophysical thresholds were determined with static RDS and with the three-rod experiment. VEP was recorded from seven occipital channels. Stimuli were presented on a monitor by dRDS as stereoscopic checkerboard patterns that moved in depth with 8 depth reversals per second. Horizontal disparity ranged from 7 to 24.5 min of arc. Stimuli were displayed at the center, or in the left or right half field. We determined electrophysiological thresholds as well as the disparity where largest responses occurred. Subjective and electrophysiological thresholds showed a significant positive correlation. In addition, the right visual field was more sensitive to dRDS stimuli than other locations. Squint angle was related to the disparity thresholds. Our data illustrate correlations between clinical symptoms, perceptual deficiency, and VEP parameters.